Attempts have been made to correlate the scratch behaviour and basic material properties of polymers and a correlation has been established between the scratch damage and friction coefficient. However, no clear relationship has yet been established between the bulk response and scratch damage. The scratch behaviour of three solid polymers (PMMA, PC and CR39) was investigated to determine how the behaviour of the bulk material affects the scratch resistance. The bulk damage responses of these materials are well known: crazing, shearing and cracking, respectively. The surfaces were scratched under progressive scratch loading and an imaging system was used to record real time photographs of the in-situ contact area and scratch damage. PMMA exhibited crazing under the apex of the scratching tip while the shearing of PC started under the front part of the contact area and cracking appeared in CR39 at the rear edge of the contact. Numerical simulations confirmed these damage mechanisms.
INTRODUCTION
Many authors have studied damage to polymeric surfaces during scratching [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and it has been found to take the form of open or closed cracks. The assumption generally retained to explain this cracking is the existence of tensile stress at the rear edge of the contact. The diversity of the damage nevertheless suggests that it does not occur through a single mechanism. In addition, no clear relationship has been established between the bulk response and scratch damage. The scratch behaviour of solid polymers was therefore investigated to determine how the behaviour of the bulk material affects the scratch resistance. Three materials were selected for this study: two amorphous thermoplastic polymers (poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) and polycarbonate (PC)) and an amorphous thermoset polymer (diethylene glycol bis(allyl carbonate)) called CR39, which is used as a polymeric glass. The bulk damage responses of these three materials are well known: crazing, shearing and cracking, respectively. An in-situ experimental device developed in our laboratory was used to study the initiation of damage. In the case of a transparent polymer, the scratch may be viewed under a microscope during the scratching procedure [7] .
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS
The polymer surfaces were scratched at a sliding speed of 30µm/s at room temperature under progressive scratch loading, using a diamond tip having a spherical extremity of radius 116 µm. The normal force was increased until damage occurred on the surface. At each normal loading step, the built-in imaging system recorded a real time photograph of the in-situ contact. Profile topography imaging was performed with a commercial tactile probe apparatus. At a normal load of 6N, damage on PC appeared in the front part of the contact and took the form of shear bands developing at an angle of 45° (figure 1a). As the amplitude of the damage increased, the shear bands imposed lateral deviations along the sliding path (figure 1b). On PMMA damage appeared under the apex of the tip at a normal load of 4N (figure 2a). A profile recording (figure 2b) demonstrated the periodicity of the open cracks and the plasticity of the groove. 
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at an angle of 45°. A topography profile (figure 3b) showed that the cracking was periodic and revealed the plasticity of the contact. (b) Topography profile of the groove.
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSION
Numerical simulations were performed as previously described [9] using a finite element method and CAST3M software. The external loading was imposed as a stress field acting on a circular contact. The domain elements were threedimensional meshes with ten-node tetrahedra and the mesh was refined under the contact area. Elliptical and constant pressure distributions were used to define the real form of the contact pressure. The mean contact pressure determined from a knowledge of the true contact area and the local friction coefficient estimated from a previous model [10] were introduced as simulation variables. The flow stress for all elastic-plastic behaviour was described by a simplified G'sell- h is the strain hardening coefficient. The three parameters k , g h and m were determined by an inverse method [12] adapted to large deformations, which is based on interpretation of the force-penetration curves in indentation tests with two indenter shapes. Since in our model the strain rate was higher than in [12] , the consistency was adjusted according to our compression results. As a general remark, the form of the pressure distribution had very little influence on the simulations and all results could be normalised to the maximum contact pressure. In the case of PC, the shear stress ranged from 0.6 to 1.0 times the yield stress in the front part of the contact (figure 4) and the damage could reasonably be attributed to the shear in this area. Oxbourough and Bowden [13] have defined a crazing criterion based on the principal strain
where A(dε/dt, T) and B(dε/dt, T) are material parameters which depend on strain rate and temperature, ε I corresponds to the maximum principal strain and σ h is the hydrostatic stress. Values of A and B are given in [14] . On PMMA the crazing criterion obtained with a mean pressure of 250 MPa and a friction of 0.3 became positive in the centre of the contact (figure 5), confirming that PMMA could be expected to craze during scratching. Cracks appeared on CR39 near the rear edge of the contact. Accordingly, numerical simulations for a mean contact pressure of 200 MPa and a friction coefficient of 0.3 showed that the principal stress and the maximum shear stress lay near the rear edge of the contact (figure 6). Using current simulation methods, it is not yet possible to relate all these damage mechanisms to a rupture criterion. Such simulations carried out by imposing a stress field on a plane surface do not in fact generate the same penetration in the contact area as simulations which would impose the displacement of a rigid object. However, in the above model the principal deformation was used in the crazing criterion and this result will remain valid because the principal deformation should remain maximal under the apex of the scratching tip. 
CONCLUSIONS
Three different damage mechanisms were demonstrated in this study, in relation to three typical types of bulk mechanical behaviour. One major finding was that cracking may appear within the contact area and not necessarily at the rear edge. Numerical simulations showed that the damage mechanisms of bulk polymers could account for the damage observed during scratching.
